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Learning Objectives
•

Solving automation tasks by using iLogic rules in user defined jobs for Vault Job
Processor

•

Explain the differences in creating iLogic rules for Inventor application and Vault
Inventor Server

•

Apply professional debugging techniques to make rules reliable for automation
tasks.

Description
iLogic is the by far most used application within Inventor. Autodesk Vault is the most used PDM
system for Inventor. Follow this presentation to discover everything about the synergy potential
of Vault Job Processor and Inventor iLogic Rule Automation. Experienced iLogic rule Authors
get insights on how to write custom jobs for Vault Job Processor.

Speaker
Markus is a Solution Engineer for Vault Products. He is driven by
customer needs and practical workflows and is always eager to
overcome barriers by extensions or automation. That is the simple
reason that he started programming Inventor, Inventor iLogic, and
Vault APIs with the background of a Mechanical Engineer.

Additional Material
All iLogic rule samples used during the presentation and partially documented in this handout
are available for download as optional additional class material from the AU website.
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Vault – iLogic Job Extension Sample
The Vault documentation added a short notice on iLogic support for Inventor Server (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Admitted, you needed to be involved in Vault custom Job Programming and Inventor iLogic
before understanding the note and the benefit.
The Design Automation and Rule Engine Inventor iLogic is implemented as an Inventor Add-In.
Unlike all Inventor Translator Add-Ins, this Add-In was not available in the "headless" Inventor
Server application introduced in Vault to run Inventor jobs without requiring another license than
the Vault client. Now, as we have this Add-In available for Vault Inventor Server, the big
question is, how can we use iLogic while running Jobs on Inventor files on Vault Job Processor.
The answer is, you need to have a custom job that either run document-rules or external rules
on the file processed. Now we are back to the access restriction for programmers
knowledgeable in both domains, Vault custom jobs, and iLogic Automation interface.
By attending this class, you get access to an installable Custom Job Extension for evaluation
purposes. And programmers being experts in one of the domains can access the complete
source code sharing insights on solving Vault and iLogic side's automation steps.

Download and install the iLogic Job Extension Sample
This sample requires Vault Professional 2021 or newer Client installed on your
computer.
Download the latest release from this open-source repository:
https://github.com/koechlm/Vault-Job-Processor---iLogic-Extension/releases/latest
Follow the web page instructions on reading and accepting the disclaimer text file before
opening and using this sample.

Start the Setup.exe (or the corresponding MSI-Installable). The wizard guides you
through the installation. (Figure 2)

Figure 2

Note – The installer creates an environment variable (Figure 3) defining a path to
temporary save rule files for extended debugging. Ensure that you have read/write
access to this path or adjust the path to an accessible location. The default setting of this
location is read-only.

Figure 3

Start your Vault Professional Explorer Client; the extension added a menu command to
the Tools and the Actions menu. (Figure 4)

Figure 4

Start the Job Processor and validate the installation reviewing the list of registered jobs.
Successful installation of the job extension registered the sample job with the Job Type
Name "Autodesk.VltInvSrv.iLogicSampleJob," as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5

In case you liked to remove or repair-install the extension, run the installer again (Figure
6). Both actions can be started from the Programs and
Features menu also.

Figure 6

Getting started in using the iLogic Job Extension
The setup copied two sample iLogic Job rules (Figure 7, (1)) to the program's installation
folder.

Figure 7

Adding these to Vault is the fastest way to run your first iLogic rule job. The class'
sample environment integrated both files into the Design Data, iLogic structure. (Figure
8)

Figure 8

Open the iLogic Job Administration Dialog to get your environment ready, running iLogic
rules as Jobs.
Configure all settings as you
usually do in Inventor Advanced
iLogic Configuration dialog.
(Figure 9)
Note – Rules for Vault Jobs
download to the local
working folder on execution.
Therefore, Vault Job rules'
external rule directory must
be a subfolder within the
Vault working folder.
Logging: Set the Log Level
"Trace". The log output of this
iLogic Job Extension is written
to text files. Configure the target
location by selecting an existing
folder.
Save your settings to Vault.

Figure 9

Import/Export Settings reads or writes all settings to the file iLogicJobSettings.xml
(Figure 7, (2)); this is useful for transferring settings from one Vault to another. The
iLogic Job extension reads the configuration, particularly for each job from Vault;
therefore, changes in the configuration do not require to restart the Job Processor.
Proceed to the tab Lifecycle Rule(s) to configure the Primary Rule file; this rule runs if a
lifecycle transition triggered the job "Autodesk.VltInvSrv.iLogicSampleJob". (Figure 10)

Figure 10

Save your settings to Vault and exit the dialog.
Open the Vault settings and add the job type name to a lifecycle state transition. (Figure
11). We recommend creating a copy of an existing lifecycle before.

Figure 11

Everything is set to run your first iLogic Rule Job. Select any Inventor file assigned to the
lifecycle and move this file through the state transition. Review the Job Queue (Figure
12); you should see the job type Autodesk.VltInvSrv.iLogicSampleJob pending to
execute the selected file.

Figure 12

Once the job is finished, review the processed file. A new file version with the comment
"Created by Custom Job executing iLogic: External Rule: VaultJobRule.iLogicVb" should
be created. (Figure 13)

Figure 13

Navigate to the Log File directory as configured in the Vault iLogic Configuration (Figure
9).

The job created a file with the name <Job ID>_<SelectedFile>_iLogicSampleJob.log;
open it and review the content. The rule copied the Vault iLogic configuration settings
and all Vault property/value pairs to the log file. (Figure 14)

Figure 14

Configure the iLogic Job Extension for manual Job submissions.
The Vault iLogic Job Extension Sample allows run rules on select files. To assign a rule
to a file or set of files, the Tab "User Jobs" needs to be configured.
Open the Vault iLogic Job Administration
and add both rules (Figure 8) to the
available User Jobs (Figure 15). Enable
the option "Create New File Version" if the
iLogic rule changes should be saved as a
new Vault file version.
Note - Uncheck "Create New File Version"
if the rule's actions do not require saving
the file, e.g., exporting CAD BOMs to other
systems or printing drawings.

Figure 15

Select one or more Inventor files, open the Dialog "Queue iLogic Job", chose one of the
sample rules, and submit the set to the queue. (Figure 16)

Figure 16

Open the Job Queue (Figure 17) and note that the Job Description indicates the manual
submission; the job priority is set to 1. These Manually submitted jobs run before the
jobs submitted by lifecycle transitions (Priority=100).

Figure 17

Manual submitted jobs creating new file iteration comment the action as we saw before
in Figure 13.

Writing iLogic Job Rules
Having the iLogic Job Sample Extension installed and configured, you can start writing
your first own iLogic job rule; as an initial implementation, we recommend to follow the
video https://youtu.be/-7Yz-C-aDEE to write a rule optimized for Vault iLogic Job
Processing.
The essential differences in writing rules for the Vault Job Processor are highlighted in
the rule file's comparison. (Figure 18)

Figure 18

Review the green-colored additions in the job rule. This chapter discusses the details of
them.

iLogic Logging
All Logging capabilities are available in iLogic for
Vault Inventor Server. The configuration is
almost identical to iLogic Logging for the Inventor
Application. Differently, we need to configure an
output path for the log file (Figure 19); a log
window is not available, and the logger output to
a text file is the only option. You do not need to
create and save the log file as part of your rule
code. The sample extension does it as a default.
While all known log levels are available in iLogic
for Vault Job Processor, we should review the
use cases for Errors and Warnings. Compared to Figure 19
the user feedback in Inventor Application, you might decide to apply them differently. We
recommend using the Logger.Error statements whenever you liked to feedback to the
Job Queue that the rule failed in severity required to roll-back the changes made in the
file to the initial file version of the process’ start.
Logger.Warn statements are valuable information to optimize unneeded job
submissions, e.g., the job submitted a drawing file, whereas the rule targets part files
only.

iLogic Error Handling
The custom job sample handles return
values of rules and feedbacks to the
Vault Job Queue (Figure 20).

Figure 20

Unlike as in Inventor Application, we cannot get error and exception dialogs of the iLogic
Add-in. The rule actively needs to handle any error or unforeseen exception by throwing
a .NET exception (Figure 21). The rule calling instance, e.g., a parent rule or the custom
job (executing a primary rule), receives the Integer value ‘0’ for success or ‘-1’ in case of
an exception.

Figure 21

The optimized rule wrapped an IF...Else...End (Figure 18, Line 6..26) statement around
the core actions. The if condition leverages the sample job's rule arguments: all property
values are available and
accessible using the syntax of
RuleArguments("File.<Property
Name>"). In our rule, the
system property "Obsolete"
(Figure 22) determines to
continue or to throw an
exception.
Figure 22

Note – The file is already
checked out while the rule runs.
This rule does not follow alternate actions, and we need to avoid creating a new file
version. By throwing an exception, we feedback the rule as failed to the parent job. The
iLogic Job Sample Extension reverts files to the original state by applying an Undo
Check-out to the file.
The same action skipped as one option of multiple conditions does not cause an
exception necessarily. Compare the sample “Cascading Rules” in a later chapter.
Automated tasks should not break if something unforeseen happened. A missing value
for a variable might cause a job failure resulting in an inaccessible file locked to the Job
Processor’s
user. Handling
any unforeseen
error within
rules is a
critical
enhancement
in managing
Vault Jobs.
Figure 23
The Try...Catch...End Try statement is the easiest way to achieve it (), but we
recommend actively handle as many conditions as possible as a best practice.

“Primary Rule” Concept
The iLogic Job Extension Sample allows one to run one external rule per job. Manual
user job submission allows a flexible pairing of a file to process and a rule to execute.
The iLogic job submitted by a Lifecycle transition does not allow this flexibility: it requires
to run a single external rule (=”Primary Rule”) and/or run internal rules only.
Consequently, we can leverage this rule as an execution plan capturing all conditional
options and call sub-rules for each condition and context.

Figure 24

For this scenario, the error handling needs to follow these principles:
•

Primary rule’s success/failure => job success/job failure

•

Failure in any sub-rule => failure of the parent rule

Figure 25

Any branch within the rule and sub-rules actively captures return values and logger
entries, ideally.

Internal Rules
The iLogic Job Extension Sample allows us to run internal rules. Two major scenarios
are covered as of today:
1. Run the Primary Rule and internal rules (Figure 26)
2. Run internal rules only (Figure 27)
The first use case is useful to split general tasks applying to each document and specific
tasks specific to the processed file.

Figure 26

The second use case shares the benefit of handing over all rule action’s responsibility to
the document owner by moving the rules inside.

Figure 27

It might be necessary for both scenarios to create dedicated rules for job automation;
validation context and different requirements in logging and error handling are good
reasons for it.

Rule - Vault Interactions
A running rule might require getting another file from Vault during runtime. E.g., a title
block update requires access to the latest block version from the current template as a
resource file. iLogic rules can easily search and download files from Vault by using

methods provided by an iLogic-Vault extension. AU class IM468712 introduced this
concept in more detail.
Before iLogic activates the drawing resource file (2), a download (1) of the latest
template’s version to the local workspace is all we need.

Access this library from https://github.com/koechlm/iLogic-Vault/releases/latest. It
includes the iLogic extension library and useful snippets to write code quickly and to get
insights on the available options for Vault job rules (Figure 28).

Figure 28

Advanced API Access
In case your rule requires an Inventor API access, the iLogic object ThisServer needs to
replace ThisApplication (Figure 29). A common example is accessing the InventorServer
project settings context (IPJ). ThisServer provides access to all Inventor interfaces and
objects available in VaultInventorServer. It is a subset of the Inventor Application’s API
because user interface or any interactions with the graphics window like View-Object or
saving bitmap file formats as a screen capture are not available in the server’s context.

Figure 29

Advanced iLogic Rule Debugging
Using Microsoft Visual Studio (all editions) allows us to break into the rule execution and run the
rule step by step while watching variables, parameters, etc... The class’ video (YouTube Link:
https://youtu.be/3ZAFcfyomaQ) demonstrates the workflow and usage in the Vault Job
Processor context.
Follow the chapters below to get more insights on setting up and using Visual Studio for it.

Setup Visual Studio
Start your Visual Studio (VS) edition and create an empty VB.NET class project (Figure
30).

Figure 30

Visual Studio will temporarily load the rule
as a class source file (VB.NET). It needs
to ignore the code differences of iLogic
Syntax to VB.NET syntax. A setting in the
VS Debugging Options is required:
Disable the Option “Require source files
to exactly match the original version”
(Figure 31).

Figure 31

Stepping into iLogic Job Rules
As your rule execution reached the Breakpoint, the Step Over (F10) and Step Into (F11)
commands are your steering wheel: use Step Into in case you liked to follow nested
paths of your rule, like calling sub-rules by “RunRule()”. Step over it in case you
validated this path already and liked to focus on subsequent steps.

Figure 32

Get insights into all variables and parameters by opening the Locals window (Figure 32).

